Note from Kelly ~ October 2016
I have been doing readings of some sort for myself, friends & family since I was a teenager, and
now professionally since 1999. I use a wide variety of Tarot cards & Divination tools, such as
IChing, Runes & Bibliomancy to name a few. My readings have definitely evolved over the
years and continue to be deeply affirmative of the endless intuition & potent invisible support
available, if you simply ask. This is why readings generally confirm what you already know,
and often reveal a clue to something useful that you may not have considered yet.
I love customizing the information and helping people make their own connections. I believe
deeply that your birth chart is your individual (one-of-a-kind) blueprint for life. It has the key
to your lessons to learn & teach, your life path, as well as past life inclinations that you bring
with you to resolve and it points to your life's true purpose and natural rhythm. Once you
become aware of a few key things, then you can consciously co-create and accelerate your own
evolution by, essentially, mastering YOU!
That's where I come in ; -) I'm here to shine a light on something you may not have considered
and alert you to the current cycles you're navigating, as well as the unique planetary
support available *now*. I connect my Spirit Guides to your Spirit Guides and open to
receive a clear message just for you. All my readings are overseen by who I refer to as the
Ancestors, which includes but is not limited to, all the benevolent Angels, Ancestors &
Animal Spirits that guide us throughout a given lifetime (sometimes many).
Most of my readings include some combo of Astrology & Tarot but the *magic* flows
better when we honor what comes up in the moment. I've created a couple of different formats
to deliver your reading because some people like to READ (pdf) and some prefer to LISTEN
(mp3), and then of course there's my Inner Circle, who likes BOTH (like I do ; -)).
I've also created some readings that are powerful and unique, like the Access the Ancestors
series and the 8 Sacred Seasons. For years, I have done readings 8-times a year, at the turn
of every season (about every 6-wks) and they always clarify the recent past and guide me for
the near future. Each one asks the questions that are relevant for that season, and they build
upon eachother so that you end with a complete year of undeniable, and measurable, progress!
These readings act as guides to keep you on track as you travel throughout your year. They
remind you of your Trut h & Purpose, what's truly important at the time, as well as reveal the
many possibilities available to the conscious Soul. Referring to them more than once always
yields additional revelations, as well as support. After 6-12 months, your innate rhythm syncs
with Nature's rhythm, and you become happier and more effective.
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